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Guest Perspective
Building The Orthotics and
Prosthetics Workforce of Tomorrow
The O&P Global project:
research, investigation
and consultation.
The foundation for an
international body to
support national-level
regulation of orthotist/
prosthetists.

The O&P Global project will lead the first step

experienced practitioners.
While there are many benefits of a well-reg-

toward the development of an international body

ulated workforce, there is little-to-no regulation

that can support national O&P associations to

of the O&P profession globally. It will be near

establish national-level regulation. O&P Global is

impossible for national O&P associations in

committed to ensuring that any future inter-

many countries to develop and implement robust

national body has a solid foundation based on

practitioner regulation without support, particu-

sound governance principles, and strong engage-

larly given the resources and expertise required.

ment from the O&P community.

6

If we are to support national O&P associa-

To achieve this aim, we have designed a

tions to develop and implement robust practi-

structured two-phase approach that will allow

tioner regulation, it will be necessary to establish

us to: capitalise on the global expertise that

By Leigh Clarke, M.PH, B.PO (hons),
c-OP AOPA; Emily Ridgewell, PhD, B.PO
(hons), c-OP AOPA; Sarah Anderson,
PhD, B.PO (hons), c-OP AOPA; and
Michael P Dillon, PhD, B.PO (hons), c-OP
AOPA

an international body for this purpose. This in-

currently exists, use this knowledge to design the

ternational body would be constituted of national

organisation’s structure, and ensure the organi-

O&P associations – not individual practitioners

sation meets the needs of existing and emerging

– and support these member organizations to

national O&P associations, and the global O&P

implement the core regulatory standards such as:

community.

The global demand for orthotic/prosthetic (O&P)

competency standards, scope of practice, code

services is set to double by 2050. Currently, the

of conduct, and recency of practice.6 With the

O&P workforce is too small and underdeveloped

support and guidance of an international body,

to meet the growing demand. Strengthening

national O&P associations could adapt these core

national-level regulation of the O&P workforce

standards for their own context and in doing so,

will be essential to support workforce growth and

establish a right-touch or setting-specific regulato-

development, and thereby help meet the demand

ry approach.

1

for access to safe and effective O&P care in the
years ahead.

2

Practitioner regulation supports workforce

minimum training or education, entry-to-practice

This type of support and guidance is already

This phase will involve detailed research and

available to many allied health professions, which

investigation to inform the development of a

can help define the way forward for the O&P

proposed organisational structure and includes:

growth and development by establishing formal

profession. For example, World Physiotherapy

recognition of a profession.3 When government

is an international organization that assists its

agencies and funding bodies understand a

member organizations (i.e., national associations)

profession’s contribution to healthcare, it becomes

to develop and implement core standards where

possible to establish defined roles and career

they do not exist, or to review existing regulatory

pathways that provide greater employment

standards to ensure they are fit-for-purpose.

1

stability, promotion opportunities, and higher
salaries.1,4,5 These benefits help to retain experienced practitioners that provide the necessary

Phase 1: Research and
Investigation

Introducing the O&P Global
Project

mentoring and leadership for high-quality service

• A review of gray literature on organizational
governance structures,
• An environmental scan of governance,
membership, and income stream structures
of existing national and international bodies,
• Semi-structured interviews with the
executives and/or board chairs of
international bodies to identify barriers and
enablers to success.

development. Similarly, it is important that

Phase 1 will conclude with two outputs:

experienced practitioners are retained so that

• A report describing the results of the

new practitioners contribute to workforce growth,

literature review and interviews,

not merely serve to replenish a leaking pipeline of

Continued on page 10
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Continued from page 9

• An issues paper highlighting the key
learnings and recommendations.

Phase 2: Consultation

Support the O&P Global
Project
We are grateful for the support of the international O&P community who have recognized
the need for this international body. In 2019, the
inaugural meeting of national O&P associations
was held in Kobe, Japan. This meeting was attended by representatives from 20 national O&P
associations – representing more than 12,000

This phase will begin with the public release of
the Phase 1 report and issues paper. These documents will inform consultation with a variety of
stakeholders including:
• Future member organizations (i.e., national
O&P associations and their members)
• Broader international O&P community
groups including: multidisciplinary
societies (eg, The International Society
for Prosthetics and Orthotics), academic
networks (eg, universities), regulators (eg,
National Commission on Orthotic and
Prosthetic Education) and commercial
suppliers,
• Stakeholders external to the O&P
community including international: agencies
(eg, WHO Global Cooperative on Assistive
Technology), professional bodies (eg, World
Physiotherapy), and assistive technology
development organizations (eg, ATscale,
Global Disability Innovation Hub).
The Phase 2 Consultation will be conducted using multiple mechanisms including:
open-surveys, stakeholder interviews, and public
webinars. The findings from the Phase 2 Consultation will be synthesised into a report, and used
to refine the proposed governance, membership,
and income stream structures of the international
body.
At the conclusion of both Phase 1 and 2,
a final Recommendations Report will be made
publicly available. The Recommendations Report
will provide the necessary guidance for the
establishment of an international body to support
national-level regulation of the global O&P
workforce.

O&P practitioners globally. At this time, representatives provided in principle support for the
establishment of an international body to support
national-level regulation of the O&P workforce.
We are now calling for formal indications of
support for the O&P Global project from:
• National Associations who would like to be
formally listed as a Supporter on the O&P
Global website. Supporters will play a vital
role in communicating this important work
to their members, participating in aspects of
Phase 1 and 2, and contributing to a project
Advisory Committee
• Project Partners who can provide the
sustained financial support needed to
undertake the two-phases of work. We hope
that Project Partners will also contribute
knowledge and expertise as part of the
project Advisory Committee.
To list your National Association as a Supporter, or to arrange a conversation about Project
Partner opportunities, please email: info@
op-global.org
You can read more about the need for
regulation of the O&P workforce, and the impact
this will have on workforce growth, in our recent
publications found on our website.
For further information about the O&P
Global project, please:
• visit our website: op-global.org
• follow us: @OandPGlobal
Leigh Clarke is the Chief Executive Officer at
the Australian Orthotic Prosthetic Association in
Camberwell, Victoria, Australia.
Emily Ridgewell is the Research and Policy
Manager at the Australian Orthotic Prosthetic
Association in Camberwell, Victoria, Australia.
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Highlights of 2021 Midwest American Society
of Biomechanics Regional Meeting
September 16-17 • Cleveland, Ohio
INTENSITY OF BALANCE
CHALLENGE DURING
VIDEOGAMING

decreased on the slider while having the highest
RPS score. Since there were 3 conditions using
the same game (Hard Target Kick) with 3 different surfaces, RPS scores ranked these surfaces

By Amanda Laxganger, Debbie Espy, and

from easiest to hardest as floor, rocker, and

Ann Reinthal

slider, respectively. During stepping games, FX

Poor balance and falls remain a large concern

was highest on the mats and the 2 harder floor

for older adults and individuals with physical

games, while RPS and EX increased on the mat

disability. Clinicians use adapted commercial

surface in the 1 game played on both floor and

video gaming as one intervention technique to

mats (Cruiser Reflex Ridge). In the non-step-

address balance impairments. However, a lack

ping games, EX was highest on the floor/mat

of standardized balance intensity measures
poses a significant challenge in prescribing
appropriate dosage for balance rehabilitation
interventions such as gaming. Movement
kinematics provide one method for quantifying
functional demands of a therapeutic intervention. This study’s objective was to use kinematics to investigate how varied balance training
game demands and gaming surface increase
the intensity of balance challenge, specifically
movement of the center of mass (COM) relative
to base of support (BOS).

METHODS
Twenty-seven self-reported community

ambulators, ages 50-79, played 4 randomly
selected videogaming conditions. Each condition
consisted of a specific game (Microsoft Kinect)
and play surface combination. Game conditions
were grouped into those requiring kicking (4
conditions), stepping (5 conditions), or no stepping (6 conditions). Participants played about 5
minutes per condition. They rated their self-perceived balance challenge of each condition using
the visual Rate of Perceived Stability (RPS)

surfaces and lowest on the slider. FX was lowest
in the slider and highest on the rocker surface
while RPS was highest on the rocker.

CONCLUSION
Overall, FX and EX were highest in the stepping
games, where the games demanded more
movement, and lowest in the non-stepping
games where the games demanded stability.
They also decreased on the 2 mobile surfaces,
especially on the slider. Thus, kinematic analysis

Scale. Three-dimensional motion capture was

of balance intensity in terms of EX and FX must

collected using the Helen Hayes marker set, an

be coupled with an understanding of the game

8-camera system and Cortex software (Motion

condition.

Analysis Corp., Rohnert Park, CA). Capture
data were processed through Cortex and custom
MATLAB code to determine the fraction of
game play time that the COM moved outside
of the BOS (FX) as well as the maximum
excursion range of the COM (EX). Descriptive

QUANTIFYING BALANCE
THROUGH STEP LENGTH
AND SINGLE-LEG STANCE

statistics were calculated for these measures in

By Zachary Hubbard, Debbie Espy, and

each condition.

Ann Reinthal

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Quantifying and defining criteria for balance
proficiency for a specific balance task is an

Tables 1-3 display the mean and ranges for RPS

important factor when improving one’s balance.

scores (maximum challenge 10 on 1 to 10 scale),

Motion-based games are selected to emphasize

the fraction of time the COM was outside of the

5 distinct balance tasks as a method of improv-

BOS (FX: %), and the maximum excursion of

ing balance and reducing fall risk in individuals’

the COM (EX: mm).

post-stroke. Prior research in the area of game-

During the kicking games (Table 1), EX

based balance training has shown that mo-

and FX increased on the mat while decreasing

tion-based balance tasks can improve balance

on the slider and rocker surfaces. EX especially

and stability in post-stroke individuals. Variables
Continued on page 14
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Don’t bury your head in the past

The future is far too bright

Continued from page 12

step length and time in single-leg stance (SLS)

task involved quick kicks with each foot, alter-

both feet consistently would be an example of

were analyzed to identify parameters for balance

nating between the left and right foot. Within

proficient balance for that task. These 2 ways to

proficiency in 2 specific balance tasks.

the 2 categories, I analyzed XYZ resultant step

quantify balance vary a great deal due to differ-

length in the ML stepping task and length

ences in the many types of balance tasks.

Research in step length and time in SLS
as a method to quantify balance have also been

of time in SLS in the SLS/kicking task. The

conducted, though primarily for slip-based

participants with the highest average step length

CONCLUSION

balance training. This research concluded that

and SLS time for the tasks were used. Cortex

After learning the specific balance training

decreasing step length while increasing gait

Motion Capture doesn’t calculate these variables

protocol, the Cortex data collection software,

speed can improve stability.

directly, so MATLAB code was created which

and the existing MATLAB codebase, I was able

monitored the heel and toe markers x, y, and

to identify what data analysis scripts and func-

METHODS

z positions to determine whether a given foot

tions would need to be created for the specific

Nine post-stroke participants took part in 5

lifted off the surface during the task in order to

variables analyzed. Creating these analysis pro-

video game balance tasks using Microsoft Xbox

calculate the 2 variables.

grams allowed us to quantify balance improve-

Kinect with several different surfaces. Balance
tasks were organized into 5 categories: time

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

in SLS/kicking, anterior/posterior stepping,

Figures 1, 2, along with Table 1 summarize data

medial/lateral (ML) stepping, feet in place, and

for the ML stepping and time in SLS balance

trunk rotations with feet in place. Participants

tasks for a single participant.

played about 5 minutes per task during each

The step length data (Figure 1) (Table 1)

ment related variables such as the resultant step
length and time in SLS.

THE VIABILITY OF IN-SHOE
INSOLES TO MEASURE
PRESSURE AND SHEAR IN
PATIENTS WITH CHARCOT
ARTHROPATHY

session for a total of 10 sessions, with the first

shows a higher average step length with the left

session introducing the participants to the

foot than that of the right foot, along with more

specific tasks. The second and last sessions

steps taken. The SLS results (Figure 2) (Table

used Cortex Motion Capture software (Motion

1) display a greater number of kicks with the left

Analysis Corp) with 8-cameras at 120 Hz and

foot, but a higher mean time in SLS with the

By Jessi Martin, Brian Davis, Grant

the 2016 Helen Hayes 37-marker set to record

right foot in less steps.

McMillan, and Larry Goss

participants’ kinematic and center of mass data.

Through observing participants in both

Peripheral neuropathy is a condition that occurs

MATLAB code was created for custom analysis

balance tasks over repeated sessions, balance

as a complication of diabetes mellitus and

and graphing of kinematic data not provided by

proficiency criteria for the 2 activities can be

disrupts the sensory, autonomic, and motor sys-

the Cortex software.

identified. To have proficient balance at the

tems. Clinical symptoms of peripheral neurop-

ML stepping task, the participant must be

athy can include muscle weakness, numbness,

groups to analyze: medial-lateral stepping and

able to take wider steps from side to side. To

lack of coordination, and pain.

time in SLS, both on a flat surface. The medi-

demonstrate balance proficiency with the SLS/

al-lateral stepping task involved the participant

kicking task, the participant must be able to kick

injury occurs in a patient with peripheral neu-

using both feet to step side to side quickly in an

their foot out quickly at regular intervals. The

ropathy. Repeated loading on this injury creates

inconsistent pattern. The time in SLS balance

ability to perform this multiple times and with

I chose 2 categories of the 5 balance task

Charcot arthropathy can develop when an

Continued on page 16
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PREMIUM CUSTOM ORTHOTICS

an inflammatory response and eventual bone resorption. If left untreated,

OTC ORTHOTICS

this disease can progress to the collapse of the medial arch. Once the
longitudinal arch has collapsed, high-pressure concentrations can occur
due to abnormal loading . If left untreated, these pressure concentrations
can result in ulceration, infection, and subsequent limb loss. At this stage,
the only treatment option is surgical intervention.
To date, about 60% of surgical implants used in the correction
surgery for Charcot Arthropathy fail. The failure can be attributed to the
unnatural loading of the implants. Ergo, the best treatment for Charcot
arthropathy is prevention and early detection before the foot collapses.
Davis et al [doi:10.1016/j.jbiomech.2016.12.024] showed that in
neuropathic patients, the difference in shear between the 1st metatarsal
and the heel increases when the arch is collapsing. The limitations in
their approach is that patients must walk across a stationary platform. To
be able to truly detect early signs of arch collapse in patients with Charcot arthropathy, an in-shoe insole would be a preferred solution. This
abstract assesses the viability of the use of in-shoe insoles to measure
pressure and shear as compared to the over-ground shear-measuring

THE RICHIE BRACE

®

platform.

800.444.3632
www.alliedosilabs.com

METHODS
Ten healthy participants were recruited for this IRB-approved study [age
range, 20-42 years; average weight for women, 148.6 ± 20 lbs, for men,
170.0 ± 11 lbs; no gait-altering medical history].
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The 2 instrument systems used in this study were the shear platform utilized in Davis et al created by ISSI in Dayton, Ohio, and in-shoe
insoles, also created by ISSI. Both measure shear and pressure.
The shear platform measures shear and pressure across the entire
foot whereas the insoles measured pressure and shear from sensors
placed under the heel, first metatarsal, and fifth metatarsal.
Each participant took 1 step barefoot over the shear platform with 1
foot. The participant repeated this 5 times. Then, the participant placed
the insoles in both shoes, barefoot, and took approximately 5-7 steps
while the website was recording. These sets of steps were repeated twice.
Pressure and shear data from each sensor were analyzed using
custom software. Shear values from the platform were extracted to match
data from corresponding sensor locations in the insoles.
Time intervals corresponding to when both the heel and metatarsal were registered on the plate/insoles were selected [corresponding
to when the arch could be ‘collapsing’]. To assess the shear ratio and
accurately compare the platform to the insoles, the difference in anterior/
posterior (a/p) shear for the first metatarsal and the heel were calculated
and compared. The peak difference was then recorded.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There was no significant difference in shear differences (1st MTH – heel)
when comparing insole and overground data (Figure 1).
The peak shear difference for the insoles was approximately 4.09
kPa with standard deviation of approximately 0.8 kPa, whereas the
peak shear difference for the shear platform was about 5.41 kPa with a
standard deviation of approximately 0.8 kPa. There were roughly equal
amounts of variation in the difference measurements for the insoles and
the shear platform. The variation in differences can be attributed to the
fact that the participants had varying shoe sizes, but only one insole size
was used.
Additionally, the a/p shear difference results obtained in Davis et
al were approximately 9 times larger than the peak a/p shear difference
from the insoles and approximately 6 times larger than the peak a/p
shear differences from the platform. These differences can be attributed
to the a/p shear calculation for the heel and 1st metatarsal. Davis et
al calculated using the first 50% of stance, including heel strike until
midstance. This study calculated a/p values using the period where both
the heel and 1st metatarsal are on the ground, excluding heel strike and
toe-off.

CONCLUSION
The results indicate that in-shoe insoles are a viable option for measuring shear and pressure forces under the foot. Further studies should be
conducted with diabetic neuropathic patients to assess the same viability
at detection in disease state and to assess the interference of socks inside
the insoles.
Continued on page 18
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THE IMPACT BALANCE TRAINING HAS
ON KINEMATIC MEASUREMENTS POST
STROKE
By Abigail Tolstyka, Sydney Bajusz, Ann Reinthal, and
Deborah Espy
Stroke is a neurological disease that causes disability in adults and
increases the risk of falling. The integration of technology and rehabilitation strategies are systematically used in physical therapy to target muscle
activity in post-stroke patients. This addresses initial muscle weakness of
the affected side of the body, as well as asymmetrical postural behavior.
The objective of targeting mobility control is to achieve body support,
balance control, and gait progression.
A focus on stepping patterns in post-stroke patients is one technique
in retraining balance. This includes practicing forward, lateral, and back-

game, pre- to post-session step length was used as an indicator of balance

ward stepping. Stroke patients typically use a different step strategy to

skills.

compensate for their affected limbs. Measuring the length of each step is

Target Kick prompts a 1-leg stance with a simulation of kicking

necessary when analyzing a change in step reaction and adjustment over

a soccer ball into a goal. The screen shows a soccer goal with targets

a period of time. Incorporating proper weight bearing exercises during

guarded by a goalie. The participant must aim for these targets, however

rehabilitation is another method to restore balance. Single-leg exercises

they must alternate which leg they use for each kick. The amount of time

are used to train the affected side of the body and achieve symmetrical

spent on 1 leg was evaluated pre to post to represent balance.

gait and weight bearing.
This research study used different kinematic measurements to

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

discover whether playing motion-sensing video games while attached to

On average, the post-session results displayed longer step lengths per

a harness would improve balance in post-stroke recovery patients. The

millimeter on the XYZ plane than the pre-session results for this partici-

video games incorporated exercises such as kicking, multidirectional

pant [Figure 1]. During the pre-session, the participant took 46 total steps

stepping, reaching, and weight shifting. Variables such as time spent in

with an average step length of 266.5 millimeters. A total of 30 steps were

a one-leg stance and stride length were used to evaluate differences in

taken in the post-session with an average step length of 297.4 millime-

coordination and balance from the beginning to the end of the study.

ters. The participant was able to complete the game by using fewer, more
deliberate steps. This, paired with the increased stride length, suggests

METHODS

improved confidence, balance, and coordination moving in all 4 direc-

Participants consisted of older adults who experienced a stroke at least 6

tions.
The same participant showed improvements in 1-leg stance on his

months prior to enrollment in the study. The study had 3 groups; control,
slip, and gaming. Along with pre- and post-testing, gaming participants

hemipelagic right-side while playing Target Kick. During the pre-session,

attended 10 weeks of gaming sessions, including 1 session to learn the

the average time in 1-leg stance was longer for his non-hemipelagic left-

game, 2 gaming therapy sessions with motion capture (weeks 2 and 10)

side than his hemipelagic right-side [0.660s vs 0.552s]. However, during

and 7 regular gaming therapy sessions. The games played during session

the post-session the average time in 1-leg stance was relatively the same

2 and 10 were played on the same level in order to compare kinematic

on both sides, with the left side remaining constant and the right-side

balance data via CORTEX motion capture and MATLAB software; how-

showing improvement [0.650s vs 0.639s]. The reduced disparity in 1-leg

ever, during sessions 3 – 9, participants were able to progress to harder

stance time suggests a greater sense of balance, specifically in control and

levels based on their reported rate of perceived stability (RPS). Videog-

coordination between both sides of the body.

ames 20,000 Leaks and Target Kick [Microsoft Kinect Sports for Xbox
360] are analyzed in this discussion.
20,000 Leaks displays an aquarium box with holes to encourage

CONCLUSION
Overall, this participant showed notable improvement with balance relat-

participant stepping and reaching as they plug the leaks. The leaks ap-

ed activities. The video games encouraged balance motions in a unique

pear on the walls and floor and participants must move in all 4 directions

and engaging form, which enhanced the patient’s balance abilities, as

and hold their hand or foot over the hole until the leak is stopped. Two

demonstrated by more purposeful and even stepping and kicking during

rounds, which last about 3 minutes, are played at each session. For this

post-session gaming.
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Wound Care Technology Expert Panel
Wound care is a growing public health burden
with new clinical products emerging seemingly
daily. But how to know which products are
useful for which patients and how to access
such information can be a challenge for busy
clinicians. lerEXPO recently hosted a wound
care technology expert panel sponsored by
vTail. The panel included Matthew Regulski,
DPM, FFPM RCPS (Glasg), Director, Wound
Care Institute; Thomas E. Serena, MD, FACS
FACHM, MAPWCA, founder and Director
of The Serena Group; and Lee Rogers, DPM,
FFPM RCPS (Glasg), President, American
Board of Podiatric Medicine. The session was
moderated by LER Founder and CEO, Rich
Dubin. The following is an edited version of the
transcript from that session.
LER: What is the most effective way to
learn about new technologies and products in the
wound care space? What are your go-to resources for getting information?
Dr. Serena: It’s more and more difficult
because you don’t have reps coming into the hospital. We use an app [smart phone application]
now. There are many advantages to these plat-

iStockphoto.com #171153394

won’t be the same post-pandemic. It’s going to be
a different world.
Dr. Regulski: I think vTail is going to be

Dr. Regulski: It’s becoming so highly
specialized. There are talks about having specific
residencies in wound healing, limb salvage,

a tremendous way for us to be in contact with

diabetic wound healing, all different types of

physicians and with the industry.

specialties. It’s becoming so complicated with

Dr. Rogers: I engage a lot with the reps.

the regenerative medicine platform and in the

reps. I like them primarily because they work

I want to know what’s coming out and what’s

science of healing. Considering a diabetic foot

on my time, I can download material and get

new; however, I like their conversations with me

ulcer has a 47% mortality rate, venous leg ulcers

information in an unobtrusive way. So, I like that

to be short and to the point. If you wait to learn

have a 29% all-cause mortality rate, and the

I am in control of how that works. Our group of

about new technology when you go to continuing

country is spending about a million dollars every

nearly 40 Wound Care centers has downloaded

medical education meetings or if you wait for it

30 minutes on diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs) and

the app from vTail—it’s incorporated in our

to come out in a journal, you’re a little too late.

complications—I think it definitely is, without a

forms that allow us to communicate with sales

practice. Another source is virtual conferences;
that’s about all we have right now, but things

LER: Do you think that wound care, in and
of itself, will become a medical specialty?

doubt, a specialty.
Dr. Serena: I would say foot and ankle

The remote ischemic preconditioning that we just
finished a clinical trial on had an 83% healing rate
compared with standard of care.
Dr. Regulski
lermagazine.com
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We’re really focused on diagnostics—the
fluorescent imaging, the oxy deoxy, some of the
biomarkers that are working their way through the
US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
Dr. Serena
surgeons are ahead of the medical doctors in

the world marketplace. I get a call a week from

you have to practice good standard of care med-

regard to wound care. [Foot and ankle special-

somebody who has a product somewhere in the

icine—offloading devices, total contact casting

ties] have a lot more fellowships than we do and

world who wants to bring it into the U.S. and

is crucial, multi-layer compression in venous leg

we’re trying to catch up. There are a number of

wants clinical trials and those sorts of things.

ulcers—to get you to the point that you can put

fellowships now that are available and, hopefully,

So, I think we can say we are at the forefront

a regenerative matrix, or a skin sub or skin graft

there will be a lot more and we’ll be able to get

of wound care technology. The Italians do a

on the wound.

a variety of different specialties such as in DFUs

fabulous job in DFU management, as evidenced

and in general wound care.

by Italy’s fall in their major amputation rates

wound care before you use the nice shiny new

throughout the 21st century. A lot of the Western

tool. Of course, we all love the shiny new things.

certificate or program that either of you might

countries are on par, but the place that industry

We’ve done a lot of work with MolecuLight and

recommend?

wants to be is here.

visualizing bacteria that’s turned out to be much

LER: Is there a recommended wound care

Dr. Regulski: There are different societies

Dr. Regulski: I’m working with a Polish

Dr. Serena: I agree 100%. It’s always basic

better than I thought it was ever going to be. It

that put forth recommendations: the Academy of

company and a Swiss company on some good

has a very high positive predictive value. We’re

Physicians in Wound Healing, American Profes-

stuff but, like Dr. Serena said, everybody wants

doing some research now with the oxy deoxy,

sional Wound Care Association, and American

to be here as well.

the snapshot device, and that may show some

Board of Wound Management. I, as a podiatrist,

LER: What is your favorite piece of tech-

have 2 certifications from the American Board of

nology and how do you incorporate it into your

oxygen. We’re really focused on diagnostics—the

Multiple Specialties in Podiatry, in both diabetic

daily practice?

fluorescent imaging, the oxy deoxy, some of the

promise particularly as it relates to hyperbaric

wound healing and limb salvage. It was an excel-

Dr. Regulski: There are a lot of good things

lent test, very telling of your knowledge, and very

for biofilm management and for the detection of

the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)—

difficult. If you are specializing in wound care, I

wound healing. The Polish company I men-

what’s got me most excited are the diagnostics,

think it’s important to become certified, so it tests

tioned previously—we’re doing flow-mediated

but there’s a lot of great stuff coming along in the

your capabilities.

skin fluorescence, looking at NAD+ (nicotin-

pipeline.

Dr. Serena: We’re primarily using the

amide adenine dinucleotide) fluorescence in

biomarkers that are working their way through

LER: We talk about a lot of positive

American Board of Wound Healing and that

the epidermis to signify wound healing cascade

impacts that technology can make in healthcare.

may be because I was past president of AAWC

after post-obstructive reactive hyperemia. The

Are there any negatives that you have experi-

(Association for the Advancement of Wound

remote ischemic preconditioning that we just

enced, what might they be, and how can you

Care), and that’s who they use. However, there

finished a clinical trial on had an 83% healing

mitigate them?

are a number of available programs that are

rate compared with standard of care. That was

really quite good.

a fascinating thing, looking at the generation of

patient compliance—a lot of people who smoke,

anti-inflammatory proteins within the body and

a lot of people with uncontrolled sugar. You

is at the forefront of wound care technology

angiogenic signaling to stimulate wound healing

educate them, and you refer them to multiple

advancement?

just from a pump on the patient’s arm.

specialties to help them, especially the diabetic

LER: What country or nation do you feel

Dr. Serena: I think the United States.
Everybody wants to sell here; we’re 50% of

Dr. Regulski: The hardest part for me is

There are all kinds of good things out

population. However, they don’t want to go to a

there—exosomes, Wharton’s jelly injections. But

dietitian, they don’t think they can help them, or
Continued on page 24
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they’ve been there before. They don’t want to give up smoking. I think the
patient compliance aspect plays in this.
Dr. Serena: I think one of the problems that I see with technology is
that we have a lot of pathways through the FDA, and even now with CMS
(Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services), but the products don’t have
good evidence. It may just be a ‘me-too,’ but that doesn’t mean it works the
same. I like to use products that have done at least a single clinical trial,
that have shown some benefit against some reasonable standard of care. I
think the price of getting into the marketplace should be that you have to
do a trial, because half the trials you do, you learn something you never
planned on and had nothing to do with the product.
Dr. Regulski: Right. And like Tom says, in the skin substitute market,
120 skin substitutes are on the market. How many of them actually have
RCTs [randomized controlled trials] to show they actually heal in 12
weeks? Not many at all.
LER: Do you ever use technology for custom diabetic shoes, primarily for patients with Charcot deformities? And if so, is there an app or
program that works better than another?
Dr. Regulski: We have 3 orthotists who work in our practice, and
they do a lot of molding to catch all those nuances of the Charcot foot. It
may be kind of old school, yet they make some really avant-garde stuff. As
far as using an app or program, they use a computer simulation that can
take an image of the foot, but a lot of times they will still mold with plaster
and catch those nuances.
LER: Medicare does not cover custom orthotics for diabetic patients
unless they have complications already. Would it not be better to prevent
the injury and ulcers by providing custom orthotics?
Dr. Rogers: When you’re talking about a partial foot amputation,
you’re dealing with a prosthetic or shoe fill, and I don’t have a problem
getting those covered. I do have an issue getting reimbursement on the
preventative side, which is too bad. On the preventative side, if you want
to know what’s really going to be taking off and be interesting is remote
patient monitoring. That’s going to be the future for diabetic foot prevention. Remote patient monitoring is kind of like a fire alarm for the foot.
Let’s say we’re dealing with temperature–that’s one form of remote patient
monitoring that we can do for the foot. You get a hot spot–which studies
have shown can predict an ulcer up to 35 days in advance. We have to
respond to that hot spot and intervene in that case, and that may be with
modified footwear, evaluating the biomechanics, looking at the vascular
supply to the foot, and a host of other things. I think that’s the future of
prevention.
LER: And what type of technology would you suggest that they look
at with respect to that?
Dr. Rogers: There are 2 companies that are doing a really good job
right now, Orpyx and Podimetrics. Other companies are coming in as
well. One of the issues is that the device itself can be cost-prohibitive. The
[Veterans’ Administration] actually has patients getting these devices and
going home.
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The technology was present, and there was even reimbursement,
before the pandemic, but it’s being propelled by the pandemic to make this
more practical to do now. I think you’ll see some less expensive devices
being developed.
LER: Should effective shoe-based approaches, and receiving reimbursement for such, be a focus for prevention?
Dr. Rogers: I think we can all agree: improper footwear causes ulcers.
However, studies in which patients are provided with proper footwear
have, unfortunately, led to some mixed results where there hasn’t been as
strong of data that we would have expected to support that. That’s given

MAKE AN
IMPACT!

ammunition to payers to deny these types of services. I think it should be
a major topic of focus. I know the APMA (American Podiatric Medical
Association) is always focused on this with, again, mixed results.
What I want everybody to understand is that in order for a patient to
develop an ulcer or trauma, it’s a result of pressure times repetitive cycles
of stress. I think we’re going to see prescribing activity like we prescribe a
drug come more into our thought process. And when these hot spots are

Join the MedFit movement!

occurring in remote patient monitoring, the first and most important thing

What is the MedFit Network (MFN)?

is to stop walking. “Mr. Jones, we have a hot spot predicted to ulcerate.

MFN is a professional membership organization
for medical (including orthopedics and physical
therapy), allied health and fitness professionals,
helping them elevate their career, recognition
and profitability.

Until get into the clinic, you’re limited to X number of steps per day.”
Offloading and the transfer of pressure is also important to consider.
Dr. Regulski: I wonder if there’s something we can do to help with
that tissue to offload in these high-pressure areas. I have used Leneva on
about 150 people to prevent these areas that occur, then callous, and then
that could then lead to an ulcer. I think that’s helped significantly for my
patients.
LER: A home healthcare nurse sometimes will show up in a patient’s
home and find dressings and treatment modalities they’re unfamiliar with.
Aside from Google, what would you recommend as a resource?
Dr. Regulski: Our visiting nurses spend some time with us in our
wound centers so they can learn how to apply dressings and to recognize
different types of modalities that we use. That’s helped a lot. It has also
increased referrals.
Dr. Rogers: There’s a group that I’ve been working with called Innovative Outcomes, which supplies patients with single-dose packages of
dressings. There’s a QR code on the box that you can scan, and it plays a
video of exactly what’s in that package and how to put it on. They provide
education in a technologically friendly way.
Dr. Serena: I suggest using apps such as this sponsor where the
nurse can get ahold of practitioners. One of the features that I think
is coming is peer-to-peer communication, so if there is a problem, the
nurse can send a message with a picture, and the prescribing doctor can
respond.
LER: Well, I think that also leads us into a great question here. Has
the pivot toward more use of technology harmed or helped the doctor-pa-

The MFN also maintains a national directory of
its members; this directory is available to the
community for free, to search for professionals in
their area who can help improve or preserve their
quality of life.
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• Exclusive member discounts on education,
products & services.
• Free subscription to MedFit Professional
Magazine.
• Networking with peers and industry experts.
• Marketing opportunities for yourself and
your business.

Get Started with a 60-Day
All-Access Free Trial Membership

MedFitNetwork.org/LER

tient relationship?
Dr. Serena: It’s led us to some interesting challenges. Because our
patients are texting us, it has led to increased familiarity. You’re not in the
Continued on page 27
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On the preventative side, if you want to know what’s
really going to be taking off and be interesting is
remote patient monitoring.
Dr. Rogers
clinic with that white coat on, telling them what

patient in office then you’re going to see them in

these technologies existed before the pandemic,

they should do. Now, you’re communicating with

the hospital.

but they became more practical to use—for

them freely. I think a peer-to-peer type program

Dr. Rogers: Some wound centers in our

instance, AI (artificial intelligence) that interprets

is going to be a good thing because you can put

area closed down during the height of the pan-

skin temperatures and provides alerts that are

guardrails on that kind of communication.

demic. But wound care is not non-essential; it’s,

based on predictive measures. I think, in the

in fact, the opposite.

future, there’s going to be some AI that’s specific

Dr. Regulski: I think it’s helped a lot. I give
trusted patients my cell phone in case I have to

LER: Is there a great resource for under-

to wounds, such as devices that will be able to

put them in the hospital. These people have a

standing the business side of wound care? For

detect odors and different colors. As for what will

lot of questions after they leave, and they forget

example, the hospital administration is hesitant

become obsolete, in my mind, some of the prod-

things and get frustrated. I think the telemedi-

to invest in the advancements unless there’s a

ucts that are based on older technology, even

cine field, and now with this peer-to-peer vTail,

business plan that shows return on investment

some older CTPs (cellular and/or tissue-based

it’s comforting to patients because they have

and implementation, but the presenting doctor

products) might go away. People are going to

a lot of questions. I think it helps cement the

doesn’t have that type of business background.

want to see technology based on evidence.

relationship.
Dr. Rogers: I think all the new communica-

Dr. Rogers: Hospitals engage management companies because they don’t understand

tion aspects really enhance the physician-patient

everything to the business side of wound care;

relationship. But there are other parts of technol-

it is very complex. I have always advocated that

ogy that I think have harmed the physician-pa-

the wound care doctor should have a seat at

tient relationship–point-and-click electronic

the table when interviewing these management

health records where you are staring at the

companies to determine how the management

screen the whole time, filling in the information

company will work with you to get what you and

because you need to get through all of that. You

the hospital both need, because that’s how the

might argue that it creates more standardization

patients get better.

and all the benefits that come along with that,
but it leads to a less personalized visit.
LER: Do you see fewer patients coming

Dr. Serena: You better bring data. For
example, we find one center that is willing to implement the technology we suggest, we collect all

into clinics because they can get your advice over

their reimbursement data, and then we present

the phone or through telemedicine less expen-

that data to other hospital purchasing depart-

sively?

ments. If you can show them that this other

Dr. Regulski: We’re busier than ever. Due

hospital is using this device, it’s getting paid, and

to the virus, a lot of people have been afraid to

show the return on investment, it gives them a

come to the office, the wound center, or even the

level of comfort.

hospital. Now, unfortunately, they are going to be

LER: We’re coming up to a close, but I

Dr. Regulski: As Dr. Serena said before,
I think it’s the diagnostics. How do we know
when these wounds are out of an inflammatory
state and receptive to put a tissue on, to do a
skin graft, to turn a flap, to move more into
that proliferative phase? I like the diagnostics
to predict healing, such as the flow-mediated
skin fluorescence. Or can we determine if the
wound will heal on its own by looking at the
microvascular functions? I think diagnostics, and
very advanced regenerative medicine, are going
to help us propel these wounds along a more
prolific paradigm and get them healed quicker
and be cost-effective.
Dr. Serena: Diagnostics are the future.
I also think private wound care partnerships
between multidisciplinary groups that are not associated with hospitals will be one of the fastest
growing segments in the field.

in the hospital even longer—needing multiple

thought this would be a good question to end

This program was sponsored by an unrestricted

debridement surgeries and things of that nature.

with. What does the future of wound care look

educational grant from vTail. This discussion can

The amputation rate is up elevenfold in diabet-

like and what do you think will become obsolete?

be heard in full at lerEXPO.com along with the

Dr. Rogers: The pandemic has changed

rest of the 3-hour program; CMEs are available

ics. We never stopped seeing patients during
the pandemic, because if you stopped seeing the

healthcare forever in some good ways. A lot of
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Submaximal Force Steadiness and Accuracy
in Patients With Chronic Ankle Instability
By Hyunwook Lee, MS, LAT, ATC*; S.
Jun Son, PhD, ATC†; Hyunsoo Kim, PhD,
ATC‡; Seunguk Han, MS, ATC*; Matthew
Seeley, PhD, ATC*; and J. Ty Hopkins,
PhD, ATC*
Lateral ankle sprains (LASs) often result in
damage to the lateral ligaments of the ankle, reducing both static and dynamic ankle
stability and resulting in a continuum of
disability. Indeed, up to 80% of individuals
who experience an initial LAS will sustain
recurring injury, often developing chronic ankle
instability (CAI), a condition characterized
by pathomechanical, sensory-perceptual, and
motor-behavioral impairments.1 Further, up to
78% of those with CAI will go on to develop
posttraumatic ankle osteoarthritis, which can
interfere with daily activities of living and
reduce quality of life.2
iStockPhoto.com #1257453524

Submaximal force steadiness and accuracy
refer to the ability of a muscle to produce a
steady and accurate contraction during a static
or dynamic task. Rice et at demonstrated
3

3

counterparts.

abductors. We hypothesized that patients with

However, no investigators have examined

CAI would show less force steadiness and

that measuring the regulation of submaximal

force steadiness and accuracy in patients with

accuracy in all 3 muscle groups compared with

muscle force was more relevant for daily activ-

CAI. The recently updated model of CAI

healthy control participants.

ities (eg, walking, driving a car, stepping over

proposed that 6 factors contribute to motor-be-

obstacles, ascending and descending stairs)

havioral impairments: altered reflex, neuro-

Procedures

and sport-related activities (eg, squatting,

muscular inhibition, muscle weakness, balance

The experimental procedures are illustrated in

sprinting, jumping, landing, and cutting) than

deficits, altered movement patterns, and re-

Figure 1. A Biodex dynamometer and Advan-

earlier measures (eg, joint position sense, static

duced physical activity. Rice et al reported that

tage Software (model 3 dynamometer; Biodex

force sense).

reduced force steadiness was associated with

Medical Systems, Inc.) were used to measure

neuromuscular inhibition and muscle weak-

the maximal voluntary isometric contraction

activation was used for only 56 seconds. In ad-

ness in patients with knee pain. If those with

(MVIC) and force steadiness and accuracy of

dition, moderately active college students used

CAI show impairment during force-steadiness

the ankle evertors and invertors and the hip

17% of their maximal quadriceps and ham-

measurement, this could be a key characteristic

abductors (Figure 2).

strings force in daily activities. Submaximal

of CAI.

During daily activities, maximal voluntary
4

force steadiness has been studied in various

10

3

We measured the MVIC to permit com-

Therefore, the purpose of recent research,

parisons of the maximal force of those muscles

populations, including those with anterior

“Submaximal Force Steadiness and Accuracy

between groups. Participants (N=42; 19 male,

cruciate ligament reconstruction, knee and hip

in Patients With Chronic Ankle Instability”,

23 female) were provided an opportunity to

osteoarthritis,

5

published in the Journal of Athletic Train-

become familiar with the isokinetic dynamom-

acute stroke.9 Previous researchers observed

ing, was to examine the effect of CAI on the

eter and testing procedure and to perform as

that people with these conditions had less force

submaximal force steadiness and accuracy of

many warm-up repetitions as desired (at least

steadiness and accuracy than their uninjured

the ankle evertors and invertors and the hip

5). During the practice session for the MVIC

6,7

a history of falling, and sub8

Continued on page 30
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measures, they were instructed to perform the
task at various force outputs (25%, 50%, 75%,
and 100% of MVIC).
After a 3-minute rest, participants
performed 3 MVIC trials by contracting the
muscles (ankle evertors and invertors and hip
abductors) as hard as possible for 3 seconds
while minimizing other movements. A 1-minute
rest was allowed between trials. Previous
authors6-9 examined various force increments
(10%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 40%, and 50% of
MVIC) to measure force steadiness in different
joints. Because no earlier investigators measured force steadiness in patients with CAI,
we chose to use 10% and 30% of each person’s
MVIC based on a study11 in which the authors
measured force sense for the same motions.
Participants were informed of how force
steadiness and accuracy would be measured.
During the test, they were instructed to attempt

Figure 1. A Flow Chart

to stay as close as possible to the target force

of MVIC, to each person. Force steadiness was

In addition, they were less accurate in ankle

(10% or 30% of MVIC) for 15 seconds. Five

defined as the standard deviation across the 10

eversion and inversion. The increased variabil-

trials were performed for each muscle; the first

seconds of data. Force accuracy was defined as

ity in force steadiness and accuracy represents

2 were considered practice trials. Participants

the root mean square of the difference between

altered motor-unit recruitment and firing rates,

were able to adjust their force using a monitor

the data and the target force (Figure 3).

impaired proprioceptive information, increased

(1m away) that showed the actual force.
While participants performed the force

Results and Discussion

activation of synergist and antagonist muscles,
and altered spinal interneuron modulation

steadiness trials, 1 examiner indicated the

The primary finding of this study is that our

of motor-neuron firing.3 We propose that the

target force line, so that each person easily

participants with CAI (n= 21; 9 male, 12 fe-

observed alterations in force steadiness and

recognized the target forces. The examiner

male) maintained less force steadiness in their

accuracy may be due to impaired propriocep-

randomly assigned a target force, 10% or 30%

ankle invertors during isometric contractions.

tive function in these patients. Proprioceptive

Figure 2. Testing positions (Panel A: ankle measurement; Panel B: hip measurement.)
Continued on page 32
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sensory inputs from muscles, tendons, and ligaments are transmitted
from the peripheral nervous system to the central nervous system; this
process is necessary for appropriate neuromuscular control.12 Neuromuscular control can be affected by (1) the collection of less peripheral
information because of damaged proprioception, (2) an inability to
integrate the peripheral information in the central nervous system, or
(3) an inability to send out the centrally mediated information to the
motor units.13 Thus, our results may be attributed to one or more of the
aforementioned factors. Moreover, Chung-Hoon et al14 explained that
less steadiness in force output may be caused by presynaptic inhibition of Group Ia afferents. Because of the depolarization of primary
afferent fibers by interneurons, the input from Ia afferents to the active
motor-neuron pool may be inhibited and consequently affect motor-unit
activation in maintaining a certain force.15 Accordingly, patients with
CAI may be unable to regulate presynaptic inhibition compared with
healthy control individuals.15 Furthermore, Docherty and Arnold16
suggested a significant relationship between ankle instability and force
sense. They showed that patients with functional ankle instability had
deficits in precise force sense and joint position sense.16 Because CAI is
associated with impaired proprioception, strength, and postural control
as a result of repeated LASs,10 reduced force accuracy could be a consequence of the injury.

Clinical Implication
Our findings of impaired ankle and hip force steadiness and accuracy
in patients with CAI provide useful insights for clinicians developing
rehabilitation protocols. An indirect indication was that the CAI group
had proprioceptive deficits in the force steadiness and accuracy of ankle
eversion and inversion. This impaired proprioception might lead these
patients to be more susceptible to injury positions as they have difficulty integrating the peripheral information and correcting their movement
in relation to visual information. Restoring proprioceptive function of
the ankle and hip plus visual training may be key to improving clinical
outcomes for this population.17 Our data suggests that clinicians should
continue to focus on restoring proprioceptive function in both the distal
and proximal joints in conjunction with visual information to improve
force control in various movements. Moreover, movement related functional rehabilitation exercises are necessary for adjusting and correcting
movement errors and increasing the ability to produce appropriate force
during a given task.
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WOUND CARE UPDATE

The Importance of Obtaining Wound Photographs

By Windy Cole, DPM, CWSP
A picture is worth a thousand words – how
many times have you heard that old adage?
There is no bigger truth in wound care documentation. Wound photos serve as a visual
reference and act as a testimonial on wound
progression in the medical record. Wound

• Photos should be taken approximately 12

Wound photos vastly enrich documenta-

inches away from the patient to document

tion and result in better overall patient out-

wound and periwound tissue quality &

comes. Sharing wound progress with patients

prevent blurring or distortion

also leads to better adherence to the care plan

• Photos should be taken with the same
orientation at each visit
• It is helpful if an additional photo can be

and can provide continued encouragement,
thereby strengthening the caregiver-patient
relationship.

photos supplement the EMR and encourage

taken at the intake visit at a distance where

Reference

accurate documentation of the wound healing

the wound location can be easily identified

trajectory. The utility of sequential wound

1. Berlowitz D, Parker V, Niederhauser A, et al.

in relation to other body parts

photos is diverse and includes proper tracking of
the wound status, assisting in dressing selection, and aiding in planning for ongoing care.
Properly obtained photos serve as a timeline
and can alert clinicians to wound healing issues
throughout the course of treatment.
Wound photos help with numerous assessment components, including:

• Rulers should be included in all wound

Improving Quality of Care. Rockville, MD:

The photos taken on 10/19/2021 and

Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality;

10/05/2021 show the wound details whereas
view of the wound location on the extremity.
Wound images should always be reviewed
for inaccuracies including poor lighting, abnormal colors, blurry images and inconsistent orientation. Properly taken wound photos can help

• Wound tissue and amount (granulation,

to justify course of treatment and are helpful to

area (maceration, epibole, shape)
• Pre- and post-debridement wound status,
to validate effectiveness
Tips for proper wound photography (see
photos):

2012; last reviewed 2014.

the photos from 09/21/2021 give a good over-

• Wound depth

• Quality of wound edges and the periwound

Pressure Ulcers in Hospitals: A Toolkit for

photos

• Wound size

slough, eschar, epithelial)

Are we ready for this change? In: Preventing

establish quality of care and to show medical
necessity of current or future therapies.
Proper photographic documentation can
also help prevent potential legal issues. More
than 17,000 lawsuits related to pressure injuries
are filed annually in the United States.1 This is
the second most common form of malpractice
litigation, second only to wrongful death claims.1
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Ankle Foot Orthoses: The Impact of Appearance,
Function, and Fit in Individuals with Stroke
By Jennifaye V. Brown, PT, PhD, NCS,
Steven Best, PT, DPT, CSCS, and Julie
Suhr, PhD

In their own words, 2
stroke survivors who use
different AFOs, discuss the
mismatched perception of
how the ankle foot orthosis
represents long-term
disability but is a resource
for independent safe
mobility.
Three-fourths of all strokes occur in adults older
than 65 and as age increases, stroke occurrence is greater in women than men due to life
expectancy. However, mean age for stroke has
decreased recently, such that the term ‘young

face. The objective is to achieve foot clearance in

The inability to walk in the same manner

stroke’ has been used to account for the burden

swing phase and stability in stance phase. While

as pre-stroke is considered a physical disability

of disease associated with years that individuals

the AFO addresses LE weakness by preventing

and the impairment (foot drop) associated with

live with stroke-related disability impacting daily

foot drag during swing phase, it does not always

the disability may impose long-term conse-

living activities and participation in parenting

address the perceived functional needs of indi-

quences on self-identity. Research indicates

and employment social roles. The age defining

viduals with stroke (IwS). A perceived functional

that IwS are equally concerned about AFO

‘young stroke’ varies; however, stroke occurring

need would be wearing the AFO with different

appearance and the limitations it imposes on

under 50 is the recognized norm.

types and styles of shoes. There is insufficient

lifestyle choices if they can walk. There comes

qualitative evidence indicating that prescrip-

a point when the AFO is perceived as a barrier

ents as various impairments, with a common

tion, fabrication, and modification of AFOs

to walking improvement when the IwS is able

outcome being lower extremity (LE) weakness

are patient-centered and improve psychosocial

to move the hemiplegic foot and leg. On the

requiring external support to engage in function-

aspects of engagement in daily living from the

other hand, if there is no foot drop improvement

al mobility. Rehabilitation guidelines recom-

perspectives of IwS. Therefore, the intent of this

and the AFO is needed for long-term function,

mend an ankle foot orthosis (AFO) to reduce

study was to determine how IwS understood

it may represent the possibility that the body

the impairment of foot drop associated with

and gave meaning to the process of getting an

may not return to normal, and the perception

weakness and its contribution to increased falls

AFO, wearing it, and discussing with orthotists

of chronic illness ensues. Stroke rehabilitation

risk from loss of balance. An AFO is designed to

and physical therapists (PTs) issues impacting

is often geared toward motor recovery to ensure

keep the foot from dragging on the walking sur-

daily living.

functional independent mobility, the highest

Disability from stroke at any age pres-

This Special Report is excerpted from a longer version under the same title and author which can be found at lermagazine.com. Full details of
the methodology and references are included online. Images here and on the cover do NOT portray the patients in Dr. Brown's study; the images
are compliments of Duffy Felmlee, MS, Associate Professor of Rehabilitation Sciences at University of Hartford, and show an AFO wearer
walking on the Protokinetics Zeno™ Walkway System while a technician observes for a gait analysis.
Continued on page 41
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level being walking. However, little emphasis

She wore a hinged AFO all day during waking

“Ah like when I sit down in a chair ah I, I can’t

is placed on adjusting psychosocial mismatch

hours. The 3 other IwS were excluded because

put my foot flat on the floor.” Additionally, the

of perceived recovery based on the functional

they did not have a custom AFO or could not

AFO obstructed the foot during stance phase for

outcome of walking versus the impairment of

remember details of their interaction with the

both participants. P1: “Like when I’m going on,

persistent weakness.

physical therapist (PT) and orthotist regarding

on an incline, downhill. Ah it you know, it holds

the AFO. From the analysis, six major themes

me back from taking a normal step because it

esteem and is related to functional indepen-

emerged: AFO impact, AFO properties, self-per-

won’t let my knee bend.”

dence. Individuals with stroke can identify their

ceptions, communication, AFO modifications

body as an “object” of parts that present as

and maintenance, and future recommendations.

my tibia and fibula moving forward over my

AFO Impact

ankle to stand and project forward. To propel

Self-identity can be described as body

aesthetically pleasing (body-as-object) or as a
“functioning” conduit to interact with people or
objects (body-as-process), in which appearance
is of lesser value. The AFO can serve to improve
walking function, but may not be aesthetically
pleasing in appearance, denoting something is
wrong with the body, thus reinforcing chronic
illness perception. The purpose of this study was
to explore and compare sentiments of two IwS,
one classified as young stroke, regarding AFO
impact on stroke recovery in terms of function
versus impairment via its contribution to the
body as an “object” or “process.”

The AFO had a positive impact on functional
mobility skills and therapeutic activity, but a
negative impact on the integumentary system
and apparel. Regarding functional mobility, P1
commented that the AFO: “...was the only way
that I could walk. It helped me a good bit in
the beginning to walk, walk around the house,
and I then graduated to the yard and the road.”
P1 reaffirmed the importance of walking up
and down the ramp, an advanced skill: “Well,
it allows me to get in and out of my house.” P2
commented that the AFO provided stability to

Methodology

counteract strength impairments, thus allowing

This exploratory study used a framework

it on than not anything on. Cause I just don’t

analysis approach to determine AFO fit,
function, social appearance, maintenance and
impact on activities and participation from the
perspectives of IwS. Two participants completed the semi-structured interview process.
Researchers transcribed interviews verbatim,
and participants confirmed content. Researchers
independently analyzed data using a framework
approach and consensus agreement reached for
emerged themes. Full details on the methodology are provided in the online version of this

the ability to walk: “I mean I feel better having
feel like my ankle is not very strong enough
to walk properly without it rolling, I guess.”
Furthermore, P2 reported the AFO provided
stability during therapeutic activity using a
modified elliptical machine: “Uhm, the brace
keeps my ankle stable from rolling. Keeps my
ankle from rolling. Laterally, on the left.” P2
further explained the importance of the activity:
“I mean just to keep uhm, strong movement,
uhm stay active.”
Despite the AFO’s positive impact, there

article.

were recognized negative AFO impacts that

Results

impeded walking. P1 reported, “But ah lately, it’s

During a year and a half of active recruiting,

foot to bend and allow my leg to walk upstairs

5 IwS contacted the principal investigator and
2 were eligible for participation. Participant 1
(P1) was a 62-year-old white male with a left
cerebrovascular accident (CVA) and right hemiplegia, 25 months post-stroke. He wore a solid
AFO at least 4–8 hours per day. Participant 2
(P2) was a 37-year-old white female with a right
CVA and left hemiplegia, 21 months post-stroke.

more of a hindrance because it doesn’t allow my
anything like that.” He explained compensatory
actions caused by the AFO during walking.
Furthermore, the AFO hindered complex
functional gait abilities for P1: “Ah if I go to a
store, or something I have to step over the curb,
I got to lift, kinda throw my leg up on the curb.
I can’t step normally because it will not flex.”
Moreover, the AFO also affected foot placement:

This was also an issue for P2: “I guess

forward or however you want to word that.”
Furthermore, when asked if the AFO stops her
body from moving forward, P2 commented: “I
would say yes...Just walking forward I mean.
My knee doesn’t bend great. My ankle doesn’t
move great.”
The AFOs affected the participants’ integumentary system via creating friction and generating heat. Per P1: “I had a problem with my
foot was crooked and it started to straighten up.
I got a blister because of the brace and he had
to, that’s when he ah made that bigger.” P2 stated: “I wouldn’t say it rubs, no, but I do sweat, in
the calf part of it and it sticks to the skin.”
Last, the AFO fit altered clothing and
shoe selection. P2 articulated: “Uhm, I really
don’t know other than like, we’ve discussed it
would be nice to wear regular tennis shoes,
flip-flops, or you know wear a little sundress.”
Both participants had an issue with shoes in
terms of size and style for function. P1 was
unable to wear his work boots with the AFO
and was limited to wearing sneakers: “...I have
to have a half-size bigger shoe to get it to fit.
Well, it throws my other foot off because I’m
wearing a half-size bigger shoe.” Specifically,
he now wears New Balance 623 size nineand-a-half wide, whereas he originally wore a
size nine normal width. Similarly, P2 reported:
“I was about a seven-and-a-half and these
are nine-and-a-half wide.” She has only worn
two pairs of sneakers in the past year which
were modified with heel lifts to set her foot in
plantarflexion to get the knee to bend. Because
of the AFO, P2, as with P1, was limited in the
style of shoes purchased, which further impacted her choice of clothing, unlike P1 who was
not limited in clothing choice.
Continued on page 42
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Innate AFO Properties

heel height, or neuromuscular impairment.

According to both participants, neither had

Therefore, the ability to move the foot may not

plastic posed a negative impact on functional

problems with AFO properties such as break-

be perceived as a weakness problem, but rather

mobility:

ing, cracking, or losing its shape, which were

AFO stiffness. Both participants agreed that

positive features inherent to the AFO. However,

the weight and the height were negative AFO

participants expressed several negative features,

characteristics, particularly from P2: “It’s just

including stiffness, temperature, and AFO

big, and bulky, and heavy.” Furthermore, for

accessories. P1 commented that the AFO is: “…

her, having a hinged AFO and it being high up

rigid, it’s solid plastic, it doesn’t give, there’s no

the calf reinforced the AFO’s negative impact:

give to it,” and “There’s no flex to this thing.”

“Uhm, well the hinges don’t help fit inside the

AFO stiffness prevented functional activities,

shoe…” and

such as squatting: “It, it’s, it’s, ah very rigid...Ah

I mean I don’t know if lower is best for the

it will not let me my knee bend at all.” P1 ex-

what it’s supposed to do, but it would cer-

plained how the AFO inhibited foot flat due to it

tainly be nicer to get into a shoe, you know,

being inflexible: “What it does, where…it wraps

or wear a pair of shorts with a tennis shoe

around my leg here up, here it won’t let it, when

or something.

I start dropping my foot, it puts pressure against
the back and it won’t let it drop.” Regarding
stiffness, P2 responded: “Hmm, I wouldn’t say
so.” However, in response to a specific question regarding movement, she gave a response
indicating the AFO was stiff because it limited a
necessary movement. “I guess ankle movement,
yes.” Her foot was in a plantarflexed position,
which could be an attribute of the AFO, shoe

AFO plastic temperature was an issue for
P1:

Furthermore, the idea of the AFO being

And you know it’s just not natural. It uh, it
not any brace would be, but you know it’s
like your whole leg’s encaged in plastic, your
ankle, your foot. It ah it makes things rough
to walk. Well because my leg won’t bend.
Last, P2 complained about the AFO ankle
straps: “Uhm, well I don’t like this one was long
enough to begin with, but it’s lost its sticky to
stay on.” These comments described innate
features of the AFO.
Another line of questions asked while looking at pictures or video elicited how participants
felt about the AFO or what others perceived
of them because of the AFO. These responses
formed into a theme of self-perception.

It’s cold in the wintertime, it’s very cold.
Uhm I know you get a temperature change,
it’s possible to get a temperature change
with stroke but that brace is cold by itself
and uhm it seems like to me it there ought
to be something to make it warmer.

Dynamic AFO Strut

Self-Perceptions
The third theme involved self-perceptions of the
AFO as an external feature, yet it represented
an inherent part of both participants affecting
self-image and awareness about their abilities
Continued on page 44
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or inabilities. P1 described his AFO picture as:

tigue after the activity, wearing the AFO served

AFO Modifications and Maintenance

“... doesn’t look very user friendly. It ah, look, it

a purpose to prevent injury while using it:

Another theme was AFO modifications and

looks very uncomfortable.” And for P2: “Ugly…

“Uhm, well since the last surgery, you know, it

maintenance. The orthotist modified P1’s AFO

Sad.” When describing the portrait wearing

has taken me awhile to get back up and moving

because he developed a blister, and as a result:

the AFO, P1 said: “I’m not yeah, don’t look

again. So, it’s helping to build my stamina.” Al-

“He heated it up and moved it out away from

comfortable in that picture.” P2 reported: “Uhm,

though there was a perceived benefit of stability

my foot and then he put a piece of padding.”

I don’t know, it’s just, it’s just sad that this what

provided by the AFO, P2’s overall perceptions

This limited formation of future blisters. AFO

(ah ha-laugh) I have become, this is my life.” To

about the AFO and herself were not positive.

modifications occurred for P2: “Uhm, this

further clarify how they feel with the AFO on,

Communication

actually this ankle strap was added to it.” When

P1 reported: “Hindered...Ah, my leg and knee
and hip;” whereas P2 reported: “Uh, I feel that

Another theme was communication among
the participant, orthotist, and PT. When asked

I’m more stable than when I was without it, but

about a conversation regarding typical shoes

do I like the looks of it, no.” When observing

worn, P2 simply replied “No.” However, P1

the video, the response about AFO function was

explained: “Hmm, the only thing we had a

positive for P1: “Its, it supports the back of my

conversation about ah I would probably have to

leg. It allows me to walk. Ah, it gives me support

have a half-size bigger shoe or one I could take

when I need it.” As previously noted under AFO

the insole out of. And that was the only thing.”

impact, P2 expressed stability being a positive

P1 had to remove the insole of the half-size larg-

attribute; however, she was aware of her body

er shoe. There was not a discussion about how

movement when watching the video: “Yes. Uhm,

the AFO could fit in shoes. P2 replied: “Uhm,

my left side seems pretty stiff, not as much

just taking out the insert on the left;” whereas

ankle movement or knee motion, I guess as the

P1 stated: “Typical shoes? They said it probably

right.”

wouldn’t fit.” Neither participant currently wore

In response to how others view them
wearing the AFO, P1 responded: “Well, if I’m

shoes typically worn before their stroke.
Furthermore, to the best of their recollec-

in a store, they ah they kinda look at me kinda

tion, neither the orthotist nor the PT asked the

funny, see what’s wrong.” Similarly, P2 had the

participants about their typical daily activities,

same sentiment: “Oh its I mean it draws atten-

which could have guided the AFO fabrication

tion. I draw attention, period, end...I just think

process. P1 reported: “I didn’t really have much

the look of me in general is not your normal. I

say in it. It was I either have that and walk with

mean you can tell that there is something the

it or not walk at all.” P1 was told when he should

matter.”

wear the AFO: “At first, at first when I first had

Participants described their activity par-

my stroke, ah they said that I should wear it if I

asked about the strap’s purpose, she replied:
“Hmm. I don’t know. I don’t have a clue really...I
guess my therapist did not like the way I was
walking in it.” She later responded to the same
question: “To keep my foot in back in the heel
probably.” When asked if she had a choice of
getting the ankle strap and explained why it
was added, she replied: “No... uhm, I don’t
believe so.” P1 further confirmed that she could
not recall why she was getting the ankle strap.
Additionally, heel lifts were attached to her
shoes. She stated the purpose of the heel lift on
the hemiplegic side was: “To get a better bend
out of my knee is what was told to me. Something like a 9% bend or something.” The heel
lift was initially inside the shoe. She explained:
“Because you can only have a certain amount
inside your shoe before it had to be put outside
the shoe.” However, she did not believe the heel
lift was making a difference for knee bending:
“I couldn’t tell you. I mean, no I don’t feel like
my knee is where I want it to be, by any means.”
She clarified: “Not really. I think I mean, no,
I don’t notice that much of a difference.” AFO
modifications were made for both participants,

ticipation while watching the video. P1 demon-

was out of the house moving around from place

strated insight into his impairments localizing it

to place.” P2 explained how the AFO helps in

to the impaired leg: “Well it looks like I’m being

daily activities but appeared unsure: “Keeps my

careful (laughs) going up and especially going

ankle stable...uhm (pause 5 seconds). I guess

down. But, it’s not that I’m being careful, the leg

it kinda helps with my toe raise and rolling my

that it’s working properly.”

won’t move.” P2 described herself as opposed

ankle...Um, laterally, I think.” She offered a rea-

Future Recommendations

to directing the commentary to the impairment:

son why the AFO hindered participation in daily

The last theme that emerged was future recom-

“Uhm, I, I would say that I look stiff and not

activities: “I would say my shoe choice.”

mendations for AFO modifications and shared

uhm moving easily. But from where I come

Last, no one asked the participants their

but only P2 had a comment about maintenance:
“We just you know sterilize it and clean it...
nobody has really maintained it to make sure

decision-making for AFO fabrication. P2 had

from, I think it’s okay.” She further clarified her

opinions how the AFO should look; however,

recommendations for various aspects of the

feelings about the AFO while using the elliptical

the common sentiment was that it allowed basic

AFO but appeared unsure if it would have an

machine for exercise: “I mean I know I need to

walking function. These responses indicate the

impact. For example: “Different straps I guess,

wear it, in order to prevent injury. Uhm, do I

lack of communication among participants,

I don’t know.” But specifically, for the ankle

like the looks of it? No. Do I like the looks of my

orthotists, and PTs regarding AFO fabrication,

strap: “Well I guess, moving the straps so I that

shoes with the heels? No.” Despite feeling fa-

particularly for appearance and activity use.

have more ankle movement [pause: 7 seconds]
Continued on page 46
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and leg lower leg movement.” She then further

cifically, “By the middle of the foot…the middle

what their they normally wear, shoe wise and

explained: “The tibia fibula to get a better bend,

of the foot.”

their activities.” P2 was asked to explain the

I guess.” In response to when is a better bend

P2 agreed: “Lighter… and something that

importance of activities. Her response: “Well

needed, she replied: “Just walking in general.

it’s not so cumbersome…” She commented

because we have to stay active to keep from

And standing, sit to stand, and squatting, or

on the AFO being cumbersome: “It’s just big,

deteriorating. To get that brain uhm firing, like

Bowflex® or bike riding, everything. (laughs).”

and bulky, and heavy.” P2’s responses were

it should. To relearn what was lost.” P2 thought

more descriptive regarding the AFO material

that the orthotist and PT should be asking

clearance, P2 said: “I would say it could be

and structural parts, while looking at the AFO

about daily activities because: “Well that’s part

better.” She clarified: “At the foot dropping, it

self-portrait. She reported about AFO design

of your every day, well that’s part of being alive.

could be better to keep it up. It could do better

and functional impact: “I would say them

(Laughs). Your normal.” P1 was unsure whether

I guess.” Although she had a hinged AFO that

if there’s thinner material [to accommodate

being asked about daily activities would have

was in plantarflexion with a heel lift on the

shoe]…uhm, well the hinges don’t help fit inside

influenced the AFO fabrication process early

shoe, there was a problem getting the foot up: “I

the shoe either.” She added: “It would certainly

on. He reported: “It’s possible it could have

think the hard part for me is with the foot drops

be nicer to get into a shoe you know or wear a

been.” However, in terms of initial fabrication:

is for instance getting caught under steps. The

pair of shorts with tennis shoes or something.”

“…when they made my brace, I didn’t really ah

things with ledges or what have you.” P2 did not

P1 shared similar thoughts: “It has to be ah

have much say in it. It was I either have that

express any recommendations for strengthening

smaller. It cannot be ah there’s too much area,

and walk with it or not walk at all so.” After

her ankle muscles to pull the foot up and take

when it slides in your shoe. There’s too much

wearing the AFO and being mobile, P1 felt

advantage of the hinged mechanism.

area it takes up.”

he could articulate the AFO impact and share

Regarding the AFO purpose for foot

To improve AFO function P1 suggested

Both participants had AFO recommenda-

opinions about the AFO: “Me? Probably, it was

using different materials that would not only

tions for function while watching their video.

a good year before I know realize that ah, the

change innate AFO properties to function

P2 was on the elliptical machine. She reported:

brace was hindering me more than helping me.”

differently and better, but decrease its size

“Uhm I would say, not so high up on my leg.

He answered “Yes” when asked if the orthotist

and accommodate shoes regularly worn. He

Uhm, the ankle stability seems okay on it.”

should meet with him again after wearing and

explained:

Furthermore, P2 suggested to have the AFO

understanding the problems associated with it.

It seems to me that it doesn’t have all that
plastic what’s on it that’s made up. Uhm,
you should just be able to, me, on me, go
up the plastic up the back and not so much
on the sides. Uhm wouldn’t have to have all
of foot. Uhm, wouldn’t have to a go a size
bigger shoes. If they even done it that way,
they cut the brace, they put it in half.
The last statement alludes to AFO bulkiness. He emphasized that: “Ah you know, they
don’t have to be as cumbersome as they are.” He
described cumbersome as: “Ah it’s like ah well,
it’s like a club. You’re walking with a club instead of a foot.” P1 further described the impact
of using different materials: “Well, you could,
it could be ah lighter, of ah lighter material. It
could be thinner. And ah it could flex. There’s
no flexibility to it at all.” He reiterated that
flexibility could improve walking and referenced
a location where AFO flexibility should be:
“On the foot. It’ll ah let me take a step like you
normally would like normally would.” And spe-

lower on the leg to limit sweat production. She
did not comment on the fact that her heel was

Discussion

not flat on the foot plate. P1 was walking up and

An AFO serves to benefit the function of

down the ramp and his response was similar

walking in IwS; however, there is ambivalence

to previous ones: “I would make it smaller.”

toward its long-term use if it is no longer serving

Additionally, he explained: “It allow, to make it

the purpose of the user. The findings of these

smaller, my foot would bend and my leg would

participants are like those of long-term users in

bend.” He explained where the foot was not

that they can safely and confidently perform ac-

bending; “Well for one thing, the arch. You can

tivities with the AFO and not depend on an as-

look at the video, my foot isn’t moving. My hips

sistive device. Although the participants did not

is doing the moving.”

specifically mention balance, they were more

Both participants provided suggestions to

apt to engage in activities requiring balance

improve the look of the AFO from looking at

confidence with an AFO, especially, after their

the picture of it. P2 agreed with the sentiments

orthotist or PT told them the AFO was required

of P1 as noted above about bulkiness, but again

to engage in activities such as initial pre-gait

appeared unsure: “Hmm I don’t know. Maybe

and walking activities in inpatient rehabilitation,

lower or not cut up so high.” She also included

walking outside on uneven terrain, and using

the idea of different straps (also noted above).

equipment that required standing (elliptical).

Last, both participants suggested shared

The participants became dissatisfied with

decision-making for AFO fabrication, in which

the AFO when it became apparent that it was

opinions about footwear and activities per-

hindering functional performance of the body

formed should be valued. P2 expressed how to

part, not the functional activity. Both partici-

do this: “Well just asking questions. Questioning

pants stated that the AFO prevented the knee
Continued on page 48
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from bending, and specifically for P2, “My tibia

at toe-off. Thus, maintaining a forefoot rocker

mobility, particularly knee flexion: “I don’t know

and fibula moving forward over my ankle to

allows for better push off if needed and knee

if it’s stroke-related or mechanic, I don’t know.”

stand and project forward.” P1 reported similar

flexion at pre-swing to prepare the hemiplegic

P2 reported ambivalence of not knowing about

comments when walking up the ramp that his

LE for swing phase – mainly foot clearance via

a stroke-related issue be it impairment or the

hip was “doing the work” due to limited move-

the optimization of hip flexion at initial swing

AFO seven times, as opposed to P1, who used

ment at the ankle. Previous research supports

through passive recoil of the hip flexors. Perhaps

the term “I don’t know” one time. P2 was 21

these perceptions of decreasing AFO stiffness,

for P1, this intervention could have alleviated

months post-stroke and at this time, would have

specifically a carbon fiber AFO (CF-AFO).

his perception of the hip doing all the moving

been knowledgeable about her impairments,

Harper et al found that there were no significant

for the LE as opposed to the ankle from the

their impact and optimal AFO intervention to

changes in ankle joint force production as the

transition of stance to swing.

match the level of recovery if perhaps someone

CF-AFO stiffness decreased, but range of mo-

Innate AFO properties did not have

discussed these issues with her. This could be

tion (ROM) did increase. If ankle ROM could

an overall negative functional impact. Both

a communication issue between the participant

be improved by altering critical innate AFO

participants reported being able to engage in

and orthotist or PT. Both participants agreed

properties used by these participants – plastic

valued activities such as exercise and walking

that there was a professional dominance of what

viscosity, hinge apparatus, and the anterior strap

on uneven terrain with the AFO. P2 was unable

was best for them regarding AFO interventions.

to secure tibia and ankle – to allow ankle ROM,

to identify specifically how the AFO affected

Research indicates that healthcare practitioners

then both participants may have had improved

efficient elliptical machine use. After watching

are not considering user experiences in the

functional performance at their respective

the video, she commented: “my left side seems

recommendation of AFO modifications. Fur-

body parts and less compensation elsewhere.

pretty stiff, not as much ankle movement or

thermore, orthotists are attentive to technical as-

Research, however, indicates that reducing stiff-

knee motion, I guess as the right.” She did not

pects of AFO function, but do not consider how

ness in the CF-AFO did not alter hip mechanics

mention the fact that her left foot was not flat

those technical aspects are functioning for AFO

but when a rocker bar was added to a solid

on the footplate. P2 was uncertain as to what

users. In the Holtkamp et al study, participants

ankle AFO, there was significant hip extension

was the primary problem of her perceived

who did not use their AFO and who were dis-
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satisfied with it, reported that patient concerns

better in terms of impairment. Stroke recov-

ences. Broader views may have been elicited

were not obtained throughout the entire process

ery can be defined in the scope of functional

if perhaps more IwS were recruited. However,

which included diagnosis, prescription, design,

recovery in which there is improvement in

the study location in rural Appalachia and the

manufacturing, delivery, maintenance and user

performance at the activity level (walking) but

inability to recruit participants from urban areas

experiences. Furthermore, those who used the

there is not associated motor recovery, which

in proximity to the study location may have

AFO and were dissatisfied commented that or-

is improvement in strength. Individuals with

contributed to a limited pool of eligible IwS.

thotists did not use patient feedback to improve

Stroke perhaps are associating recovery with

AFO performance during the entire process.

being normal (pre-stroke status) and therefore

Conclusion

The participants who used the AFO and were

the lack of motor recovery is indicative of body

Two very different IwS in terms of lesion

satisfied reported AFO problems related to de-

esteem loss in that a functioning part is lacking

location and resulting impairments, age, gender,

sign and conditions under which they used the

but function is occurring (walking). There is a

and social backgrounds provided more similar

AFO. All groups reported negative comments

mismatch at valuing functional recovery less

than different commentary regarding their

that did not parlay into AFOs that were pa-

and motor recovery more because of perceiving

experiences associated with the AFO fabrica-

tient-oriented in design, fit, or use. Therefore, as

the body as an “object” requiring an AFO rather

tion process, maintenance, and modifications.

in any therapeutic relationship, communication

than perceiving the body as “process” to function

The AFO had negative and positive impact

that includes shared decision-making results in

with purpose.

on functional mobility, and both participants

patient participation and practitioner account-

were aware that their AFO became a hindrance

ability. The patient goes from “not knowing” to

Limitations

knowing enough to take an active part in the

As an exploratory study using a framework

their walking. However, there appeared to be a

rehabilitation plan of care.

analysis approach to ascertain the views of IwS,

disconnect in the realization that the absence

the findings cannot be applied to other IwS who

of motor recovery may be the primary factor

self-awareness that perhaps they are doing

wear AFOs. The perceptions expressed by the

limiting walking improvement. Their ability to

better in terms of function, but not getting

participants are unique to their lived experi-

describe the impact of AFO properties and how

This “knowing enough” also parlays into

when they perceived the ability to improve

Continued on page 50
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they were perceived when wearing the AFO

AFO fabrication and perhaps shift to fabricating

allowing individuals with disabilities to age in

provided insight into their understanding of how

an AFO that considers the psychosocial needs of

place. Contact her at info@jvbneuropt.com.

the AFO could be a better functional support

IwS by including them in the decision-making

Steven Best, PT, DPT, CSCS was enrolled

system but also served as a reminder that their

process as to how the AFO should look, fit, and

in the Doctor of Physical Therapy Program at

safe mobility is dependent on the AFO. Thus,

function. Further research is needed to create

Ohio University at the time the research was

they would not return to what was perceived

an AFO evaluation process that addresses and

conducted and currently is a Sports Physical

as pre-stroke normal. Last, communicating

includes opinions of IwS.

Therapy Resident for the University of Pittsburgh

these issues was not a problem for the IwS, but

Medical Center.

the opportunity to share their perceptions how

Jennifaye V. Brown, PT, PhD, NCS, is a board

Julie Suhr, PhD is and at the time the

the AFO should function and accommodate

certified neurologic physical therapist practicing

research was conducted, a Professor and Director

their lived experiences was lacking. Orthotists

in Charleston, South Carolina, specializing in

of Clinical Training, Department of Psychology,

and PTs should re-examine their role in the

stroke rehabilitation, specifically gait analysis,

at Ohio University.

therapeutic relationship as experts in the skill of

AFO design, and the redesign of lived spaces

ShortTake on AFO Effectiveness

• ankle sagittal plane angle at initial contact (SMD, 0.66; 95%

Meta-analysis Demonstrates AFOs Improve Gait,
Balance in Stroke

• knee sagittal plane angle at toe-off (SMD, 0.39;

CI 0.34–0.98; P < 0.0001)

In a recently published systematic review and meta-analysis,
researchers from Korea looked at the effectiveness of ankle-foot
orthosis (AFO) use on improving gait function and balance in
patients with stroke. Their analysis covered a total of 19 studies
including 434 participants that reported on the immediate or
short-term effectiveness of AFO use. The researchers found that
after wearing an AFO, the participants in the respective studies
showed improvements in walking speed, cadence, step length,
stride length, TUG test, and FAC score. Furthermore, the ankle
sagittal plane angle at initial contact and knee sagittal plane
angle at toe-off also increased.
Specifically, when patients wore AFOs, significant improvements
were found in the following (standardized mean difference
[SMD]):

Stride time, body sway, and hip sagittal plane angle at toe-off
were not significantly improved (P = 0.74, P = 0.07, P = 0.07,
respectively). Among these results, the FAC score showed the
most significant improvement, and stride time showed the lowest
improvement.
According to the research team, AFO use can increase gait
function and balance (walking speed, cadence, step length, stride
length, TUG, and FAC) and improve gait kinematic parameters
(ankle sagittal plane angle at initial contact and knee sagittal
plane angle at toe-off). They wrote that an AFO improves gait
function and corrects gait abnormalities by supporting dorsiflexion
of the ankle and restricting plantarflexion and inversion.
They concluded that AFOs are useful for improving the gait

• in walking speed (SMD, 0.50; 95% CI 0.34–0.66;
P < 0.00001)

function of patients with stroke, specifically, walking speed,

• c adence (SMD, 0.42; 95% CI 0.22–0.62;
P < 0.0001)

with stroke with impairment of ankle dorsiflexion or hyper-

cadence, step length, and stride length, particularly in patients
plantarflexion in the swing phase. Moreover, the meta-analysis
shows that AFOs are beneficial in enhancing gait stability and

• s tep length (SMD, 0.41; 95% CI 0.18–0.63;
P = 0.0003)

general ambulatory ability and may be able to normalize gait
patterns.

• s tride length (SMD, 0.43; 95% CI 0.15–0.71;
P = 0.003)

Source: Choo YJ, Chang MC. Effectiveness of an ankle-foot

•T
 imed up-and-go test (SMD, − 0.30; 95%
CI − 0.54 to − 0.07; P = 0.01)

and meta-analysis. Sci Rep. 2021 Aug 5;11(1):15879. Use is

orthosis on walking in patients with stroke: a systematic review
per Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. Find

• functional ambulation category (FAC) score (SMD, 1.61;
95% CI 1.19–2.02; P < 0.00001)
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95% CI 0.04–0.73; P = 0.03)
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the full article:
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-95449-x.
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From the

COVID-19 Frontlines

A Word About Soap,
Water and Hand
Sanitizers
The roles of soap and
water versus hand
sanitizers for SARS-COV-2
decontamination.
Hand sanitizers are an important hand hygiene
intervention for skin contaminated with an enveloped virus such as SARS-CoV-2. Sanitizers
are packaged in units that can be carried easily
and therefore are able to be used in high-risk
situations (eg, following contact with hightouch environmental surfaces in public places)
where the opportunity to wash hands with soap
and water is not always possible. In addition,
alcohol-based hand sanitizers appear to have
less potential for causing skin irritation than
do soaps. One needs to be cautious, however,
particularly with repeated use of hand washing
with soap immediately before or after using an
alcohol-based product under healthcare settings,
as this practice could lead to dermatitis. Therefore, we recommend that hand sanitizers not be
used when soap and water hand wash facilities
are available.
Alcohol-based hand sanitizers were found
by Grayson et al to be more effective than hand
washing in reducing human influenza A virus

iStockphoto.com #1212821218

Golin, Choi & Ghahary have reviewed the
efficacy of a variety of hand sanitizers against

the enveloped viruses only. In the fingerpad test,

coronaviruses. These authors also reviewed

a povidone-iodine-containing soap was superior

the relatively limited empirical data obtained

to the sanitizers, while the other soaps (contain-

from studies directly comparing the efficacy of

ing chlorhexidine or triclosan) displayed less

hand sanitizers vs. hand soaps for inactivating

activity. In the Tuladhar et al study, the virucidal

enveloped and non-enveloped viruses. Stein-

efficacy of a propanol-based disinfectant against

mann et al evaluated virucidal efficacy against

the non-enveloped murine norovirus was

enveloped viruses (vaccinia virus and bovine

compared with that of soap and water. Soap

viral diarrhea virus) and non-enveloped viruses

and water washing was found to be superior to

(poliovirus, adenovirus, feline calicivirus, and

the propanol-based sanitizer, causing complete

murine norovirus), comparing alcohol-based

of hands contaminated with SARS-CoV-2, a
variety of types of hand sanitizers should be
effective. These include alcohol-based sanitizers
(≥60% ethanol or ≥70% isopropanol content is
recommended per the United States Centers for
Disease Control & Prevention (CDC). In general, lower concentrations of alcohols (~60%) are
effective for inactivation of enveloped viruses,
while higher concentrations (70% to 80%) are
required for inactivation of non-enveloped viruses, such as hepatitis A and poliovirus.

(≥3.0 ± 0.4 log 10) inactivation within 30s,

hand sanitizers with antimicrobial soaps in

while inactivation by the alcohol-based sanitizer

suspension testing and the fingerpad test with

was incomplete and variable (2.8 ± 1.5 log 10)

30s contact time. In the suspension testing
method, the sanitizers were effective against all

and required greater contact time (3 min).
The efficacies, for inactivating SARSCoV-2, of three bar soaps and three alco-

on human hands, though both interventions
were found to be effective. For disinfection

viruses, whereas the soaps were effective against

As is the case for hand
washing, the effectiveness
of hand sanitizers is
dependent on the contact
time the active ingredient
is in contact with the skin,
and on the thoroughness of
application of the sanitizer
to all parts of the hand.

hol-based hand sanitizers were compared in
Mukherjee et al (see Table 1). Each resulted in
complete (≥3 to ≥4 log 10 inactivation), though
the test conditions were not the same. For
instance, the bar soaps were tested as an 8%
solution at 40 degrees C for 20s, while the hand
sanitizers were tested undiluted (as supplied),
at 20 degrees C, for 10 or 15s. Wolfe et al compared the virucidal efficacy of soap and water vs.
an ethanol-based hand sanitizer against the enveloped bacteriophage Phi6 (used as a surrogate
for the Ebola virus) spiked onto human hands
Continued on page 54
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Table 1

Continued from page 53

Virucidal efficacy of a range of commercially available personal care formulations tested against SARS-CoV-2 at user relevant dilutions and
contact duration.

Table 1: Virucidal efficacy of a range of commercially available personal care formulations tested against SARS-CoV-2 at user relevant dilutions and
contact duration.
Product format
Soap Bar

Liquid cleansers

Product

Test

Test concentration

Contact time

Initial viral load (Log

Output viral load (Log

Log

description

temperature

(%)

(s)

TCID50)

TCID50)

reduction

67 TFM

40° ± 2 °C

8%

20 s

7.27

≤4.13

≥3.14

68 TFM

40° ± 2 °C

8%

20 s

8.19

≤5.13

≥3.06

72 TFM

40° ± 2 °C

8%

20 s

7.19

≤3.13

≥4.06

10% surfactant

20° ± 2 °C

50%

20 s

6.71

≤3.60

≥3.10

20° ± 2 °C

50%

10 s

6.62

≤3.61

≥3.01

20° ± 2 °C

50%

10 s

6.03

≤2.61

≥3.42

20° ± 2 °C

100%

10 s

5.86

≤2.61

≥3.25

65% alcohol w/w 20° ± 2 °C

100%

10 s

6.62

≤2.61

≥4.01

95% alcohol w/w 20° ± 2 °C

100%

15 s

6.62

≤2.61

≥4.01

w/w
12% surfactant
w/w
19% surfactant
w/w
Alcohol-based

60.5% alcohol

sanitizers

w/w

Table 1 reprinted from Mukherjee S, Vincent CK, Jayasekera HW, Yekhe AS. Antiviral efficacy of personal care formulations against Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome Coronavirus 2. Infect Dis Health. 2021;26(1):63-66. doi:10.1016/j.idh.2020.09.003. Use is per the COVID-19 Resource Centre from Elsevier.
in the presence or absence of a soil load. In the
absence of a soil load, the reductions in phage
titer obtained following soap and water washing
vs. use of the ethanol-based hand sanitizer were
approximately equivalent (~2.5 log 10), while in
the presence of a soil load, the efficacy of soap

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7498208/table/tbl1/?report=objectonly

1/1

and water was superior (3.7 log 10 vs. ~2.5 log 10
for the hand sanitizer).

The comparison data mentioned above suggest that both hand sanitizers and soap and water
display virucidal efficacy for enveloped viruses
over short contact times (30s). Hand washing
with soap and water is recommended by the
CDC and the World Health Organization, when
possible, since this hygiene practice achieves
pathogen reduction both through removal and inactivation mechanisms, as alluded to above. This
is in agreement with findings reported by Foddai,
Grant & Dean. In contrast, an alcohol hand rub
(ABHR) or other type of hand sanitizer would be
expected to inactivate but not necessarily remove
infectious virus from the hands. As is the case for
hand washing, the effectiveness of hand sanitizers is dependent on the contact time the active
ingredient is in contact with the skin, and on the

Figure 1 Routes of transmission of respiratory and enteric viruses, such as influenza, MERS-CoV, and
SARS-CoV-2.
eliminate all types of germs.
• Hand sanitizers may not be as effective
when hands are visibly dirty or greasy.
• If soap and water are not available, use an
alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains at
least 60% alcohol.
• When using hand sanitizer, apply the

thoroughness of application of the sanitizer to all

product to the palm of one hand (read the

parts of the hand. According to the CDC:

label to

• Alcohol-based hand sanitizers can quickly

54

RW, de Szalay S, Rubino JR. Soap, water, and
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2): an ancient handwashing strategy for preventing dissemination of a novel virus.
PeerJ. 2021;9:e12041. Editing, including removal
of the references, for brevity has occurred. Use is
per the Creative Commons Attribution License.
The full article is available at doi:10.7717/
peerj.12041.

• learn the correct amount) and rub the

reduce the number of microbes on hands

product all over the surfaces of your hands

in some situations, but sanitizers do not

until your hands are dry.
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The Surestep Stabilizer is a device that provides mediolateral
stability, as well as stabilizing the foot/ankle in the sagittal plane,
facilitating clearance during swing phase for patients with
dropfoot. With the carbon fiber insert on the posterior strut,
the Stabilizer helps to bring the foot up as the leg swings across,
but also helps to assists with deceleration of the foot after heel
strike. This makes for a much more normal, natural gait.
Visit our website for resources including our
fall risk assessment and measurement order form.

17530 Dugdale Drive | South Bend, IN 46635 | 877.462.0711 | surestep.net
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MAKES
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Available in 7 Sizes and
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New & Noteworthy
Noteworthy products, association news, and market updates

MOLECULIGHTDX
ENABLES POINT-OF-CARE
IMAGING OF WOUNDS

of Parkinson’s disease, which affects more than

the slightest hint of FoG in a patient’s walk and

10 million people worldwide. The treatment

trigger the ankle device to vibrate—within a

uses a combination of hardware and software

second—to help the wearer stay in motion as

to administer targeted vibrations in reaction to

usual.

certain Parkinson’s symptoms, such as tremors
and freezing of gait (FoG).
FoG episodes are frequently triggered by

MolecuLightDX™ is a new point-of-care device
that enables real-time detection of elevated
bacterial burden in wounds. The DX is an
expansion of the company’s product line and
complements the MolecuLight i:X®. The MolecuLightDX has the following new features:
comprehensive electronic medical record
(EMR) integration options for multiple EMR
environments; patient-centric user interface
and workflow to allow for easy patient and
wound tracking; an administrator workflow
and system configuration capability; and a
docking system for easier charging of the
device. As with the i:X, the DX has the same
accurate, rapid digital wound measurement for
documentation of procedures and of wound
progression. Newly available on the DX is a
stickerless measurement capability, which automatically measures wound area without the
need for wound stickers. The DX has received

“We’re hoping that using vibration in
this new way will show better results and give
people some hope, a little more autonomy, free-

environmental and psychological factors, such

dom, and a better quality of life,” said research

as starting to walk, walking through tight quar-

team member Ingrid Pretzer-Aboff, PhD, RN,

ters, changing directions, approaching a visual

FGSA, associate professor and senior nurse

target, and dual tasking. Stressful, time-sen-

researcher at the Virginia Commonwealth

sitive situations, such as entering an elevator

University School of Nursing, who has studied

before the doors begin to close, can also trigger

vibration therapy in Parkinson’s patients for

a FoG event.

more than a decade.

One piece of hardware being used in the
research is the team’s UltiGesture. A quarter-size device that carries an accelerometer
and gyroscope that collect data, which is transmitted to a smartphone via Bluetooth. Artificial
intelligence (AI) is embedded in an app on the

CHIPFLOW FOR
MANAGEMENT OF
LYMPHEDEMA

smartphone, which analyzes the data to detect
a baseline gait and any abnormalities in it.
Now that the team has validated the ability of
the hardware and software to classify the various elements of an individual’s gait, the next
phase in the research is to pair the UltiGesture
system with a device that delivers localized
vibrations to the ankle and foot to prompt
movement in those experiencing trouble
walking or stabilizing themselves. For this, the
team will use the VibeForward, a small piece of
hardware developed by Resonate Forward.

FDA clearance for sale in the U.S., and benefits
from the reimbursement pathway available for
the MolecuLight procedure.
MolecuLight

Chipflow is an easy-to-use adjustable garment

647/362-4684

designed for independent patient use. This cus-

moleculight.com

tom garment pairs a channeled chip foam liner
with an inelastic wrap to provide a comfort-

TEAM TREATING
PARKINSON’S FOG WITH AI

able, low-profile fit with gradient compression
The UltiGesture gait analysis device costs $10 and is
highly portable. Photograph by Adrienne Berard.

An interdisciplinary research team from Wil-

Together, the UltiGesture and VibeFor-

liam & Mary is developing an innovative new

ward device will eventually be able to sense

treatment for the movement-related symptoms

58
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for the reduction of edema. Opposing straps
provide even compression on both sides of the
garment, while the butterfly strap is designed
to limit gaps and buckling, for an optimal fit.
The unique, split-ankle design allows for easy

NEW & NOTEWORTHY
application for patients with dexterity issues.
Chipflow is available in two lengths, full leg
and calf & foot, each of which comes in regular

AMPUTATION DECISION
AID WEBSITE LAUNCHED

FRIENDLY KIDS FORCE
SHOES

and tall, left/right, and size small to XX-large.
Sigvaris
800/322-7744
sigvaris.com

REVOFIT
A team from Australia’s La Trobe University’s
School of Allied Health, Human Services, and
Sport, Discipline of Prosthetics and Orthotics,
recently launched an Amputation Decision Aid
website, which includes a collection of freely
available resources to help people make more
informed decisions about partial foot amputation due to peripheral arterial disease (PAD)
and provide tools to healthcare professionals
who help guide these decisions. These resources include:
• Amputation Decision Aid—specifically

Friendly Shoes look and feel like modern comfort sneakers, but patented Easy Shoe Access
zippers make them a functional solution for
individuals struggling with shoe donning or
fitting AFOs/SMOs. Invented by an occupational therapist, users simply fold open, enter,
and zip. Kids love independence and this shoe
helps children as young as 2 to don them
without help. The Kids Force is a featherweight (under 5 oz.), versatile zip-on available
in wide widths for comfort and natural foot
development. It features durable, stretchable

written for people facing the prospect of

uppers; removable memory foam insoles with

partial foot amputation due to PAD. It

double-density heel, arch, and metatarsal

includes unbiased information about the
With Click Medical’s reinvented RevoFit® kit,

support to absorb shock and alleviate pain;

different amputation surgeries, the likely

prosthetists can build in user-adjustability

slip-resistant outsoles; and front Easy Shoe

outcomes, and risks of complications.

anywhere on a prosthetic socket with the twist

Access. Smooth, breathable linings provide

Information is presented in simple terms

of a dial. Sockets can be custom made to each

all-day comfort and security. The wide-expand

to facilitate understanding.

upper and generous toe-box depth accommo-

user’s needs, encouraging innovative solutions
and endless designs—including panel, gap,
and hinge—that ultimately improve patient
outcomes. The kit empowers users with these
benefits: adjusts up to 10 sock ply with a twist
of a dial, offers micro/macro adjustments to
tighten and loosen the socket without the need
for adding or removing socks, adjusts through
clothing, makes donning and doffing the socket
easier, and reduces or even eliminates fitting
appointments. Learn about the design options
and fabrication at ClickAcademy.co.
Click Medical
970/670-7012
clickmedical.co

• Amputation Discussion Guide—a

dates width requirements, swelling, orthotics,

companion resource for healthcare

and some AFOs/SMOs. See sizing guide for

professionals that includes up-to-

AFO/SMO compatibility. Not recommended

date research evidence and example

for medium to large size AFOs.

conversation starters to facilitate
meaningful conversations tailored to the
needs of each individual patient.

Friendly Shoes
619/488-0066
friendlyshoes.com

• Training videos—a series of 5 short,
animated videos to help healthcare
providers learn more about shared
decision-making and how to use the
resources on the website.
To access the website, visit
amputationdecisionaid.com.

RESEARCHERS DISCOVER
WAY TO SWITCH ON,
SPEED UP TENDON
HEALING
Researchers at CÚRAM, the Science Foundation Ireland Research Centre for Medical

lermagazine.com
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NEW & NOTEWORTHY
Devices based at National University Ireland

show that bioelectric cues contribute signifi-

Galway, have shown how walking can power

cantly in promoting tendon repair.”

an implantable stimulator device to speed up

“These devices are cost-effective, relative-

treatment of musculoskeletal diseases. The

ly easy to implant, and may pave the way for a

research, which was published in Advanced

whole new class of regenerative electrical ther-

Materials, establishes the engineering founda-

apies,” lead researcher on the study, CÚRAM

tions for a new range of stimulator devices that

Investigator Manus Biggs, PhD, said.

enable control of musculoskeletal tissue regeneration to treat tendon damage and disease
and sports injuries, without the use of drugs or
external stimulation.
“Our discovery shows that an electrical

OMEZA WOUND CARE
MATRIX

workers, the elderly, and more, a University of
Michigan (U-M) team is developing a new type
of powered exoskeleton for lower limbs, funded
by $1.7 million from the National Institutes of
powered exoskeleton system that could be used
on 1 or multiple joints of the legs.
Much like adding a small motor to a bicycle to provide the rider with added assistance
while pedaling, “we can take the conventional

area—the damaged or injured tendon—when

ankle, hip, or knee braces used today, add

the implanted device is stretched during walk-

a self-contained specialized motor and gear

ing,” said Marc Fernandez-Yague, PhD, who

system, and provide power at a specific joint

carried out the principal research of the study

to increase mobility,” said Robert Gregg, PhD,

at CÚRAM. “The potential gamechanger here

associate professor of electrical and computer

is like a power switch in a cell—the electrical

engineering.

stimulus turns on tendon-specific regenerative
The stimulator device uses a fabric like

In an effort to bring robotic assistance to

Health. The team plans to develop a modular,

charge is produced in the treatment target

processes in the damaged tendon.”

U-M TO BUILD EVERYDAY
EXOSKELETONS

Omeza® Collagen Matrix is a drug/device
combination matrix for chronic wound care,

mesh, known as a piezoelectric material, that

featuring a no-prep application supplied in

produces electricity when stretched or put

easy-to-use unit dose vials. It is comprised of

under mechanical pressure. It is made using

hydrolyzed fish collagen infused with cod liver

a scaffold of nanofibers, which are one-thou-

oil, which acts as an anhydrous skin protectant,

sandth of the thickness of a human hair.

and other plant-derived oils and waxes. When
applied to a wound surface, the matrix is
naturally incorporated into the wound over
time. Omeza® Collagen Matrix is designed
for intimate contact with both regular and
irregular wound beds to provide a conducive

Conventional orthotic braces cannot
actively assist human joints during challenging
activities. Exoskeletons are built so that it is
difficult for users to move against the motor,
or backdriving, partly because they are usually
designed to replace the complete function of
an entire limb. Partially assisting specific joints
is a different challenge. A great hurdle for exoskeletons is that they must accurately recognize
the user’s intent and match that intent with a
correct action. Otherwise, the exoskeleton adds
to the effort required from the user.

environment for the patient’s natural wound
healing process. The product is indicated for
the management of wounds including diabetic,
chronic vascular, and pressure ulcers; partialand full-thickness wounds; tunneled/underResearchers at CÚRAM used healthy human tendonderived cells isolated from Achilles tendon, patellar
tendon, peroneal tendon, and extensor digitorum
tendons.
“Importantly, our research improved

mined wounds; surgical wounds (donor sites/
grafts, post-Moh’s surgery, post-laser surgery,
podiatric, wound dehiscence); trauma wounds
(abrasions, lacerations, superficial partial thickness burns, skin tears); and draining wounds.

the therapeutic performance of the device by

Omeza

enhancing its structure, piezoelectric character-

omezapro.com

istics, and biological compatibility,” Fernandez

There are 2 keys Gregg and his team

said. “We also evaluated the individual influ-

envision will make up for these shortcomings:

ence of mechanical, structural, and electrical

a newer style of motor and transmission and

cues on tendon cell function and were able to
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Preliminary knee and hip designs for a new powered
exoskeleton system. It attaches motors to off-theshelf orthotic braces to provide better mobility to
the wearer. Image courtesy of Locomotor Control
Systems Laboratory.
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a different kind of control algorithm. Gregg’s

the appeal of an exclusive product. With rev-

crobial top layer for keeping things fresh, and a

team will use a flat, pancake-style motor that

olutionary materials and coloring that absorbs

sleek design that allows more room for feet.

was originally used in drones. These motors

impact and bends to ensure durability, the cov-

don’t need as many gears to deliver enough

erings are designed to not break under stress.

torque to help power a human, which makes

Available for both transtibial and transfemoral

them easy to backdrive. To control the motor

prosthetic users, UNYQ flexible covers bring

and transmission, the team will develop a

a new level of plasticity to 3D-printed wears.

“task-invariant” control algorithm, which will

By introducing shock-absorbing coloring, the

not rely on knowing the task the user is trying

flexible covers maintain the brand-new look

to complete in order to effectively provide as-

and feel for longer. UNYQ flexible covers are

sistance. Instead of predicting where a human

available worldwide and come in total black

will move, the team will simplify the problem

with a gloss finish, in 5 exclusive designs: U,

and work on altering how the human moves.

Galaxy, Trooper, Odyssey and Next.

“With this method, we may compensate
for gravity: No matter where you move, the
motor can assist with that. Another example is
inertia: No matter where you move, the motor

Zelus Insoles
833/239-3587
zelusinsoles.com

ERGONOMICS ONDEMAND! TRAINING FOR
WORKPLACE SAFETY

UNYQ
866/286-9773
unyq.com

can compensate for limb inertia to make movement easier,” Gregg said.
The team will determine the best config-

ZELUS INSOLES

Ergonomics On-Demand! by Workwell is

urations of the modular system for different

an ergonomics learning program that was

populations. The team will also study whether

developed by a board-certified profession-

the additional weight of the motor is helpful

al ergonomist and physical therapist. The

overall.

program provides training to help healthcare
professionals integrate practical ergonomics
applications into their practices and gives

FLEXIBLE PROSTHETIC
COVERS

physical and occupational therapists the tools
they need to perform ergonomic analysis and
generate reasonable and feasible interventions
to minimize injury risks in manufacturing and
office environments. This systematic approach
Zelus Insoles are designed to prevent injuries,
improve performance, and reduce pain. They
are available with and without arch support.
The 3 arch support models include a ¾ length
for roomier toes, a full-length velvety suedetopped uber soft but sporty, and a triple-cushion enhanced beauty. These come with features
such as SmartCells cushioning in high impact
areas, a heat-molded thermoplastic core for durability, and proper support, which secures the

After a year of researching, testing, trialing
designs, and direct feedback from lower-limb
amputees, UNYQ has released a flexible
version of its 3D-printed prosthetic covers that
meet the needs of the discerning consumer
who enjoys an active lifestyle and understands

heel and provides maximum fatigue relief. The
Zelus no-frills flat design is available in 3 mod-

is presented through interactive, self-directed
lectures full of short experiential case studies.
The program is administered through the
WorkWell Provider Learning Center, enabling
participants access to ongoing clinical support
during training and access to occupational
health–focused providers following training.
The course offers training, tools, and forms
participants can begin using immediate after
training, including an Ergonomics Risk Screen,
which shows corrective steps and their impact
in an easy-to-read format. American Occupa-

els: a sleek ¾ length for the trickiest of shoes,

tional Therapy Association (AOTA) CEUs.

a stress-reduction machine, and a good-for-

Workwell

turning-any-shoe-active version. These models

866/997-9675

include features such as complete full foot

workwell.com

SmartCells cushioning coverage, an anti-mi-
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The

LAST WORD

THE

LAST

WORD

RESISTANCE TRAINING

Source: https://www.facebook.com/YLMSportScience/photos/a.2257585471040576/2526446974154423/
Reference: Source: Wewege MA, Desai I, Honey C, et al. The Effect of Resistance Training in Healthy Adults on Body Fat Percentage, Fat Mass and
Visceral Fat: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis. Sports Med. 2021. doi.org/10.1007/s40279-021-01562-2
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